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BOAT LIFT MOUNTS TO A WALL OR SINGLE PILE, RAISES 3,000 LBS. 
 
 
 

Golden Boat Lifts ' 3K Single Track Lift is the ultimate in adaptability 

when space is at a premium. It boasts a small footprint when installed on a 

seawall and even mounts securely onto a single pile. Despite its size, it 

confidently raises PWC, runabouts, center consoles and RIBS up to 3,000 

lbs. and accommodates up to a 7' beam. 

The key to Golden's 3K Single Track Lift 's strength is its construction 

and commercial grade materials. It 's manufactured using an exclusive 

double I-beam track that provides extreme stability for safety and long life. 

Power comes from the Golden Sea-Drive delivering 8,000 in. lb. of 

torque. It's so reliable, it 's backed by a 10-year warranty. Yet in 18,000 

units manufactured, not a single one has ever failed. 

A heavy duty cradle provides superior load distribution fore and aft, 

and side to side. The pipe structure fits angles from 90° to 45° for 

maximum hull support. The standard wood or optional aluminum bunks 

nestle the boat in the exact perfect location. Heavy-duty rollers, a boxed 

track cover and adjustable guide poles make using Golden's 3K Single 

Track Lift a breeze.  

Golden Boat Lifts ' 3K Single Track Lift is virtually maintenance-free. 

An occasional greasing of easily accessed fittings and check of the cables is 

all it takes. 
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For 35 years, Golden Boat Lifts has manufactured a wide range of 

safe and reliable boat lifts in its ISO 9001:2008 certified facility. 

Continually innovating, the company recently broadened its scope with the 

freestanding Tornado Boat Lift. It offers a wide range of solutions for 

vessels up to 250,000 lbs. and has a robust dealer network. 

Contact Golden Boat Lifts, 17611 East St, North Fort Myers, FL 

33917. 888-909-5438 or 239-337-4141. sales@goldenboatlifts.com; 

www.goldenboatlifts.com. 

Editor's note: See Golden Boat Lifts' full range of boat lift solutions at 
the Miami International Boat Show, Feb. 15–19, booth E380. 


